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Abstract
We investigate under which conditions the cosmological constant vanishes perturbatively at the one-
loop level for heterotic strings on non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifolds. To obtain model-independent
results, which do not rely on the gauge embedding details, we require that the right-moving fermionic
partition function vanishes identically in every orbifold sector. This means that each sector preserves
at least one, but not always the same Killing spinor. The existence of such Killing spinors is related to
the representation theory of finite groups, i.e. of the point group that underlies the orbifold. However,
by going through all inequivalent (Abelian and non-Abelian) point groups of six-dimensional toroidal
orbifolds we show that this is never possible: For any non-supersymmetric orbifold there is always (at
least) one sector, that does not admit any Killing spinor. The underlying mathematical reason for
this no-go result is formulated in a conjecture, which we have tested by going through an even larger
number of finite groups. This conjecture could be applied to situations beyond symmetric toroidal
orbifolds, like asymmetric orbifolds.
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1 Introduction
The question why the cosmological constant is very small compared to any other scale in physics,
yet non-zero (thereby driving the current expansion of the universe), is possibly one of the most
challenging ones in modern physics. Determining it from first principles presumably involves a de-
tailed understanding of quantum gravity. String theory is often suggested as a theory for quantum
gravity and within that framework the cosmological constant can be computed, at least in principle.
Furthermore, in heterotic string theory a non-vanishing cosmological constant is associated with a
non-vanishing dilaton tadpole, which possibly signifies that one is not expanding the theory around
a stable point [1, 2]. Consequently, a vanishing cosmological constant (at least at one loop) is also
instrumental to avoid the dilaton tadpole.
The smallness of the cosmological constant could be taken as a hint for an underlying symmetry:
The symmetry should be such that it forces the cosmological constant to vanish, at least at tree- and
one-loop level in string perturbation theory. In such a setting, a small breaking of this symmetry would
generate a small vacuum energy in the theory, hence introducing a small value for the cosmological
constant. Supersymmetry seemed to be a promising candidate, as it is known that the cosmological
constant (once it vanishes at tree-level) is identically zero in supersymmetric field theories to all orders
in ordinary perturbation theory, due to non-renormalization theorems. There are strong indications
[3, 4] that target-space supersymmetry remains unbroken to all orders in string perturbation theory
and thus, similar non-renormalization theorems also apply in the string-theoretic setup ensuring a
perturbative vanishing of the vacuum energy and the predicted cosmological constant. However,
supersymmetry has to be eventually broken and the relevant scale of breaking must be much larger
than the weak scale (also due to experimental bounds from the LHC). This re-introduces a huge fine-
tuning problem for the cosmological constant making scenarios with soft breaking of supersymmetry
less phenomenologically viable. Therefore, we ask whether there exist non-supersymmetric string
models which have new (stringy) mechanisms to predict a vanishing cosmological constant.
Contrary to what is sometimes claimed, string theory does not require target-space supersym-
metry. Indeed, the first example of a non-supersymmetric but otherwise consistent string theory
is the SO(16)×SO(16) string [5–7]. Torus compactifications with Wilson lines were first consid-
ered in [8, 9] and described in a covariant lattice approach [10, 11]. Orbifold compactifications of
this theory have been investigated in [12–15] and described in the free-fermionic formulation [16–20].
Such constructions can lead to models that possess low-energy spectra quite close to the Standard
Model of Particle Physics [21–26] (which might possess fermionic symmetries even though being non-
supersymmetric [27]). Moreover, for some of such models more detailed phenomenological quantities,
like gauge threshold corrections, were investigated [28, 29]. Also the value of the cosmological con-
stant can be computed explicitly for such non-supersymmetric string models from the string partition
function. However, as far as we are aware, there exists no explicit non-supersymmetric heterotic
construction in the literature with identically vanishing cosmological constant.
This is in contrast to the status for the type II string in which non-supersymmetric models were
obtained with one-loop vanishing cosmological constant on asymmetric orbifolds in ref. [18, 30–33].
The asymmetric nature of these constructions is crucial for the cosmological constant to vanish at
one loop. In all sectors either the left-moving partition function vanishes, while the right-moving
counterpart does not, or the other way around. Nevertheless, the initial hope that this feature persists
at two-loop order and beyond was questioned in [34] where it was argued that the relevant integrand
does not vanish at two loops.
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The main goal of the current paper is to investigate whether it is possible to construct non-
supersymmetric heterotic string models on toroidal orbifolds in which the cosmological constant van-
ishes identically at the one-loop level in a rather model independent way, i.e. without relying on the
details of the gauge embedding. In fact, we will show that this is impossible for symmetric toroidal
orbifolds and even extremely unlikely for asymmetric ones. To this end we have structured the paper
as follows:
Overview
We begin in section 2 with a review of the necessary ingredients for the computation of the one-
loop cosmological constant in our setup: the orbifold point and space groups and the structure of
the one-loop string partition function in terms of (twisted-)sectors characterized by constructing and
projecting space group elements. We identify three levels at which the one-loop partition function
and, hence, the cosmological constant can be forced to vanish. To choose the most model-independent
option, we require that the one-loop partition function vanishes in each (twisted-)sector individually.
We subsequently argue that this only happens if the right-moving fermionic partition function vanishes
for all these sectors separately. Hence, any commuting pair of constructing and projecting space group
elements need to have at least one Killing spinor in common. In such a setting, each (twisted-)sector of
the partition function would have a boson-fermion degeneracy similar to supersymmetry, even though
the model as a whole is non-supersymmetric. Precisely, these degeneracies would force the one-loop
vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude and hence the leading contribution to the cosmological constant to
vanish identically.
In section 3 we show that apart from supersymmetry preserving orbifolds, all toroidal orbifolds
posses some space group elements that do not admit any Killing spinors. Consequently, for all non-
supersymmetric toroidal orbifolds the right-moving fermionic partition function does not vanish in each
sector individually. We prove this by explicitly constructing all possible spin embeddings of all point
groups associated to six-dimensional symmetric toroidal orbifolds, relying on their classification [35,36].
In section 4 we provide an alternative, more sophisticated, proof by making use of finite group
theory. This leads us to formulate a conjecture about the non-existence of finite groups with a four-
dimensional representation possessing certain mathematical properties. We confirmed this conjecture
for all O(100, 000) finite groups of order smaller or equal 500. Finally, based on this conjecture we
present some arguments that our no-go result extends even beyond symmetric toroidal orbifolds.
Since the presentation in this paper is rather abstract, we illustrate various aspects using a number
of examples based on the non-Abelian group Q8. In particular, important double cover ambiguities
that we needed to resolve in the general proofs are exemplified by various Z2 ×Z2 and Q8 orbifolds.
In section 6 we state our main conclusions and put them in perspective by making some comparisons
with the existing literature. Moreover, we suggest future extensions and applications of the results of
this paper.
We have collected technical details in a number of appendices: Appendix A describes some elements
of one-loop fermionic partition functions. Furthermore, we derive generalized Riemann identities which
provide conditions for the building blocks of one-loop partition functions to vanish identically. Since
the spinorial embedding with associated double cover ambiguities is of the utmost importance to
guarantee that we considered all possible cases in our nonexistence proofs, we reviewed the relevant
SO(6), Spin(6) and SU(4) representation theory in appendix B. Some important aspects of finite
groups and their representations used in section 4 are collected in appendix C.
2
2 Partition Functions of Heterotic Toroidal Orbifolds
2.1 One-Loop Cosmological Constant in Heterotic String Theories
At the one-loop level the four-dimensional cosmological constant (or Casimir energy density) Λ of the
heterotic string is proportional to
Λ ∼
∫
F
d2τ
τ22
Zfull(τ, τ¯ ) . (1)
The modular integral is over the fundamental domain F of the Euclidean worldsheet torus character-
ized by the complex Teichmu¨ller parameter τ with F = {τ = τ1 + iτ2 | − 12 ≤ τ1 ≤ 12 , τ2 > 0, |τ | > 1}.
This modular parameter τ is defined modulo modular transformations. The factor 1/τ22 has been
introduced in eq. (1) in order to obtain a modular invariant measure. Consequently, the full one-loop
partition function Zfull has to be modular invariant by itself.
The full one-loop partition function can be factorized into a four-dimensional non-compact part
ZMink. and an internal part Zint., i.e.
Zfull(τ, τ¯ ) = ZMink.(τ, τ¯)Zint.(τ, τ¯ ) . (2)
The non-compact part corresponds to the coordinate fields x = (xµ), µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 living in the four-
dimensional Minkowski space R1,3. The corresponding one-loop partition function in light-cone gauge
reads
ZMink.(τ, τ¯ ) = 1
τ2
∣∣∣ 1
η2(τ)
∣∣∣2 , (3)
where η(τ) is the Dedekind function.
2.2 Space and Point Groups of Toroidal Orbifolds
A six-dimensional toroidal orbifold [6, 37] can be constructed in two steps: First, one chooses a six-
dimensional lattice Γ spanned by a vielbein e ∈ GL(6;R), such that a general vector in the lattice Γ
is uniquely parametrized by m ∈ Z6 as em ∈ Γ. Next, one defines a six-dimensional torus T 6 = R6/Γ
with a metric
G = eT e , (4)
where the quotient spaceR6/Γ is given by identifying those points inR6 that differ by any lattice vector
from Γ. In a second step, one chooses an abstract finite group P and a six-dimensional representation
Dv : P→ SO(6). Then, we introduce the so-called geometrical point group as Pv = Dv(P) ⊂ SO(6),
which is defined as a finite matrix group of discrete lattice automorphisms of the torus lattice Γ. Given
that Dv(θ) ∈ Pv is an automorphism of the torus lattice for each θ ∈ P, one finds
Dv(θ) e = e D̂v(θ) with D̂v(θ) ∈ GL(6;Z) , (5)
where D̂v(θ) is the so-called twist in the lattice basis. (We use the hatted notation to emphasize that
D̂v(θ) is an integral matrix.) A toroidal orbifold is now defined by identifying those points on T
6 that
are mapped onto each other by elements of Pv.
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The translational and rotational actions of the lattice group Γ and the point group P can be
combined to build elements of the form (θ, em) ∈ S of the so-called space group S. An element
g = (θ, em) ∈ S acts on the six-dimensional torus as
g ◦X = Dv(θ)X + em . (6)
The smallest positive integer Nθ for which θ
Nθ = 1 is called the order of the point group element θ.
For space group elements g′, g ∈ S we find the following product rule:
g′ g =
(
θ′, em′
)
(θ, em) =
(
θ′ θ, em′ +Dv(θ′) em
)
. (7)
The space group may also include elements called roto-translations. A roto-translation combines
the action of a point group element θ ∈ P of order Nθ with a simultaneous translation by a fractional
lattice vector, i.e. (θ, e µ) ∈ S where µ ∈ Q6 such that (θ, e µ)Nθ = (1, em) with m ∈ Z6 using θNθ = 1.
In summary, a toroidal orbifold is geometrically defined by the choice of a geometrical point group
Pv and its extension to a space group S. However, to define string theory (or target-space field theory
with spinors) on toroidal orbifolds we need to specify the action of the point group on target-space
spinors, as we discuss next.
2.3 Point Group Action on Target-Space Spinors
In the heterotic orbifold literature, the groups Pv and P are often implicitly identified and interpreted
in a purely geometrical fashion. However, for string theory we also need to specify the action of P
on target-space spinors, which is defined by the eight-dimensional (reducible) spinor representation
Ds : P→ Spin(6), see appendix B. In fact, we assume that the spinor representation Ds is faithful such
that the corresponding matrix group Ps = Ds(P) ⊂ Spin(6) is isomorphic to the abstract point group
P. In other words, we define the abstract point group P by its action on spinors and allow for the case
Pv ⊆ P. Consequently, we distinguish between the abstract point group P with elements denoted
by θ ∈ P and two representations of P: the six-dimensional (possibly non-faithful) representation Dv
and the (faithful) eight-dimensional spinorial representation Ds.
The distinction between Pv and P is important, since the spin group Spin(6) is the double cover
of the orthogonal group SO(6): any element Dv(θ) of the geometrical point group Pv has two rep-
resentatives in the Spin(6) group as ±Ds(θ), see appendix B and eq. (B.8) therein. Hence, if the
geometrical point group Pv has a maximal set of K generators, then in principle we could have up to
2K possibilities for the action of the point group on spinors. If the order Nθ of a generator θ is odd,
then the order of the corresponding spin generator can be doubled depending on the choice of sign:
Since Ds is a faithful representation of P, it follows that Ds(θ) has the same order Nθ as θ ∈ P and
consequently −Ds(θ) is of order 2Nθ.
The finite group Pv is defined by a so-called presentation, i.e. by a number of defining relations
among its generators. These defining relations can always be cast in the form of a product of Pv
elements that equals the identity. Since Spin(6) is the double cover of SO(6), the defining relations
for the corresponding Ps can take two forms, i.e.
Dv(θ1) · · ·Dv(θn) = 16 ⇒ Ds(θ1) · · ·Ds(θn) = ± 18 . (8)
Indeed, the relation between the vector and spinor representations eq. (B.8) implies by Schur’s lemma
(derived around eq. (B.10)) that each defining relation in the spinor representation is necessarily equal
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to the identity matrix up to a sign. Now, if all defining relations for Ps are the same as those of Pv,
then Ps and Pv are isomorphic. Otherwise, at least one defining relation of Ps is equal to −18 and
hence necessarily also −18 ∈ Ps. The latter element describes a ten-dimensional orbifold sector with
a non-trivial action on spinors.
Of course, the other way around there is no ambiguity: If the spinor representation Ds has been
specified, then the vector representationDv is uniquely determined, see eq. (B.9). For toroidal orbifolds
that preserve supersymmetry these ambiguities concerning the double cover can be ignored safely, as
there is a unique supersymmetric assignment for both the vector and the spinor representations.
However, given that the current project is about non-supersymmetric models, these different choices,
in fact, correspond to different models, with possibly different cosmological constants.
The subtlety with the double cover can be illustrated nicely with the concept of the local twist
vector. By a basis change any element Dv(θ) ∈ SO(6) (associated to g = (θ, em) ∈ S) can be block-
diagonalized such that it acts as a rotation in the three orthogonal planes given by (X1,X2), (X3,X4)
and (X5,X6). Then, using complex coordinates Za = X2a−1 + iX2a for a = 1, 2, 3 the rotation in
each (X2a−1,X2a)-plane is represented by a simple phase transformation, i.e. Za 7→ exp
(
2pii vag
)
Za.
Using eq. (B.19) we can cast the vector and spinor representations, Dv(θ) and Ds(θ), associated to
the point group element θ ∈ P of g in the following forms
Dv(θ) =

e2pii v
1
g 0 0
0 e2pii v
2
g 0
0 0 e2pii v
3
g
 , (9a)
Ds(θ) = e
2pii v1g
1
2
σ3 ⊗ e2pii v2g 12σ3 ⊗ e2pii v3g 12σ3 . (9b)
They are both parametrized by the same local twist vector vg =
(
0, v1g , v
2
g , v
3
g
)
, where we introduced
an additional zero-entry as a = 0 component of vg for later use. Note that as far as the vector
representation Dv(θ) is concerned each of the components of the local twist vector has a periodicity
vag ∼ vag +1 that leaves Dv(θ) invariant. However, the spinor representation Ds is only invariant when
two of such identifications are combined, i.e. the local twist vector vg is defined modulo vectors from
the root lattice of SO(8). In particular, the twist vectors
(
0, v1g , v
2
g , v
3
g
)
and
(
0, v1g , v
2
g , v
3
g + 1
)
give rise
to the same SO(6)-matrix Dv(θ) but to two different Spin(6)-matrices Ds(θ) and −Ds(θ), respectively.
Hence, this ambiguity in defining vg distinguishes between the two Spin(6) representatives in the
double cover of the SO(6)-matrix Dv(θ).
The non-trivial embedding of the geometrical point group action into spinor space can be im-
plemented to understand supersymmetry breaking using roto-translations. In most cases, a roto-
translation (θ, e µ) contains some proper rotation, i.e. Dv(θ) 6= 16. Scherk-Schwarz supersymmetry
breaking can be thought of as a special case of such roto-translations: Even though the twist action
is trivial, i.e. Dv(θ) = 16, the action on the spinors is not, Ds(θ) = −18. At the group-theoretic level,
θ generates a Z2, whose geometrical embedding is trivial, Pv = {16}, while Ps is isomorphic to the
abstract point group P = Z2. In other words, there exists a ten-dimensional orbifold sector where su-
persymmetry is broken by the non-trivial action of Ps. (An equivalent description of Scherk-Schwarz
supersymmetry breaking uses a fractional translation with a factor (−1)FR in the partition function,
where FR is the right-moving fermion number [38].)
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2.4 Structure of Orbifold Partition Functions
In heterotic string theory, the six-dimensional toroidal orbifold geometry gives rise to additional bound-
ary conditions for the corresponding coordinate fields X = (Xi), with i = 1, . . . , 6. In detail, strings
on toroidal orbifolds can close up to the action of an element g = (θ, em) ∈ S,
X(σ1 + 1, σ2) = g ◦X(σ1, σ2) = Dv(θ)X(σ1, σ2) + em . (10)
We call g the constructing element of the string. For Dv(θ) 6= 16 these boundary conditions give rise
to so-called twisted strings.
In addition to the fields corresponding to the geometry of the orbifold, there are two other types of
worldsheet fields to complete the heterotic theory: First of all, the theory contains eight real fermionic
partners of the coordinate fields (xµ,Xi) µ = 2, 3 in light-cone gauge and i = 1, . . . 6. However, it is
often more convenient to group them as four complex fermions ψR = (ψ
a
R) for a = 0, 1, 2, 3. The index
a = 0 corresponds to the two non-compact directions transversal to the light-cone and a = 1, 2, 3 to
the three complexified torus directions. Secondly, there are sixteen additional left-moving coordinates
YL = (Y
I
L ) with I = 1, . . . , 16 that take values on a sixteen dimensional torus. (Equivalently, the latter
degrees of freedom are also often described by 16 left-moving complex fermions λL = (λ
I
L).)
Since the one-loop partition function corresponds to a worldsheet with the topology of a torus, the
closed string eq. (10) is subject to a second boundary condition
X(σ1 + τ1, σ2 + τ2) = h ◦X(σ1, σ2) , (11)
with h ∈ S. To make the boundary condition eq. (10) compatible with eq. (11), the associated space
group elements g, h ∈ S have to commute, i.e. h g = g h. Then, the orbifold partition function can be
organized as a sum over sectors characterized by commuting g and h, namely
Zint.(τ, τ ) = 1|P|
∑
[g,h]=0
Zint.
[g
h
]
(τ, τ ) . (12)
Even though the full point group P can be non-Abelian, the point group elements associated to the
commuting elements g and h can be diagonalized simultaneously. Using eq. (9) this yields the local
twist vectors vg and vh. Furthermore, the internal partition function of each (g, h)-twisted sector can
be factorized as follows
Zint.
[g
h
]
(τ, τ) = Zψ
[g
h
]
(τ)ZX
[g
h
]
(τ, τ¯ )ZY
[g
h
]
(τ) , (13)
associated with the contributing worldsheet fields ψR, X and YL. The explicit forms of the last
contribution ZY in eq. (13) is highly model-dependent via the choice of the gauge embedding. Such
choices are of course constrained by modular invariance1. The partition function associated with the
right-moving fermions ψR encodes all the information about target-space supersymmetry. This part
only depends on the space group S, but not on the particular gauge embedding chosen. Furthermore,
Zψ
[g
h
]
(τ) depends only on the local twist vectors vg and vh (defined above) corresponding to the
commuting space group elements g and h, respectively, and not on the torus lattice, i.e.
Zψ
[g
h
]
(τ) = Z4
[vg
vh
]
(τ) , (14)
see eq. (A.14) in appendix A.3. Hence, it is the same for huge families of orbifold models.
1Since our results mostly only rely on the right-moving sector, we do not dwell on modular invariance here and use
that the standard embedding always produces a consistent choice.
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2.5 A Vanishing One-Loop Cosmological Constant
From the discussion above it is clear that the one-loop cosmological constant (1) is in general a
complicated function of the moduli of the compactification and its value sensitively depends on the
type of compactification manifolds in question. Hence, instead of trying to determine its expression
in general, we ask the question under which conditions it vanishes identically.
Based on the structure of the full partition function eqs. (12) and (13), we realize that there are
various ways the resulting cosmological constant may vanish at one loop. Let us list the various logical
options in a nested way and briefly comment on each possibility:
1. The full partition function Zfull, i.e. the integrand of eq. (1), is non-vanishing, but
nevertheless the cosmological constant, i.e. the integral, is zero.
This option may be realized by a generalization of Atkin-Lehner symmetry (first introduced in
this context by [39], see also [40]) and hence requires a detailed understanding of the modular
properties of the full partition function.
2. The full partition function Zfull vanishes, but some of the partition functions Zint.
[g
h
]
associated with the different (g, h)-sectors are non-zero.
The partition function (3) associated with the non-compact Minkowskian space-time directions
is real, modular invariant and non-vanishing by itself. Then, the only way that the full partition
function Zfull in eq. (2) vanishes, is that the internal partition function Zint. is zero. Since we
assume Zint.
[g
h
] 6= 0 for some g, h ∈ S, this option involves a non-trivial cancellation between the
contributions from the various twisted sectors in eq. (12).
3. The twisted internal partition function Zint.
[g
h
]
in each (g, h)-sector vanishes identi-
cally by itself.
Since both the first and the second option involve very delicate cancellations, which may be hard
to realize in a model-independent way, we focus in this paper on the third option and demand that
Zint.
[g
h
]
, given in eq. (13), vanishes for all pairs [g, h] = 0. The ten-dimensional one-loop sector (1,1)
is modular invariant by itself. Hence, we need to require that it vanishes by itself. This leads us to
restrict ourselves to one of the two supersymmetric heterotic string theories, i.e. the E8 × E8 or the
Spin(32)/Z2 string, as the starting point of our investigation. Furthermore, if the geometrical point
group Pv and its realization Ps on the spinors are not isomorphic, then −18 ∈ Ps. Hence, we know
immediately that there is some space group element, g = (−1, µ e), µ ∈ Q6, that does not admit any
invariant spinor. If µ = 0 then the ten-dimensional part of the string theory corresponds to one of the
non-supersymmetric heterotic strings (i.e. either the tachyon-free SO(16)× SO(16) string [7] or one of
tachyonic ones [5] depending on the choice of gauge embedding for this element −18). Moreover, if
µ 6= 0 then there is some Scherk-Schwarz supersymmetry breaking associated with some torus. Since
in either case the internal partition function does not vanish in the sector (g,1), we restrict ourselves
to those cases where the abstract point group P and its realizations Pv in geometry and Ps in spinor
space are all isomorphic.
Now, since the twisted internal partition function (13) for (g, h) 6= (1,1) consists of a product of
three parts, it vanishes whenever one of them vanishes. The (g, h)-twisted partition function ZX
[g
h
]
associated with the internal orbifold geometry is typically non-zero: Only in very special points in
the moduli space, where e.g. a free-fermionic equivalent description applies, it may vanish. Ignoring
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such special cases for symmetric orbifolds, the internal coordinate fields X cannot make the partition
function (13) vanish.
2.6 Vanishing Right-Moving Fermionic Partition Functions
On the contrary, the right-moving fermionic partition function Zψ
[g
h
]
in eq. (13) can become zero under
special circumstances: As we show in appendix A using a variant of the famous Riemann identities for
products of four theta functions, this partition function vanishes if and only if both the constructing
and projecting space group elements preserve at least one common spinor:
Zψ
[g
h
]
(τ) = 0 ⇔ The space group elements g, h ∈ S admit
at least one common Killing spinor.
(15)
Indeed, for g = (θ, em) ∈ S the possible eigenvalues of Ds(θ) are exp(±2pii v˜ag ), a = 1, 2, 3, 4, where
v˜g =
1
2

v1g + v
2
g + v
3
g
−v1g + v2g + v3g
v1g − v2g + v3g
v1g + v
2
g − v3g
 , (16)
and similarly for h = (ρ, e n) ∈ S with h g = g h, see eq. (9b). If the same components v˜ag and v˜ah
vanish modulo integers, the right-moving fermionic partition function Zψ
[g
h
]
is zero, see eq. (A.15).
Furthermore, in this case Ds(θ) and Ds(ρ) have a common eigenvector with eigenvalue +1. In other
words, there exists a common Killing spinor that is simultaneously invariant underDs(θ) and Ds(ρ). If
a Killing spinor is invariant under at least one point group element Ds(θ), we say that a Killing spinor
exists locally for θ ∈ P. From this fact one realizes that the partition function of any supersymmetric
orbifold always vanishes identically, because in this case there exists (at least) one globally defined
constant spinor, meaning there is a spinor that is Ds(θ)-invariant for all θ ∈ P. In contrast to a Killing
spinor being local, we call such a Killing spinor global2.
Similarly, we can arrange that the left-moving side ZY
[g
h
]
vanishes identically in eq. (13) by invoking
some generalized Riemann identities involving more than four theta functions (like eq. (A.13) derived
in appendix A.2). Such identities rely on the fact that there are different contributions with the same
mass that cancel among each other. As argued in appendix A.4, since there is just a single left-moving
vacuum state, it has to be projected out for the generalized Riemann identity to hold. Consequently,
there are no massless gravitons or Cartan gauge fields in this setting, as they are obtained as oscillator
excitations of this left-moving vacuum state. This is in conflict with the physical requirement that at
least the four-dimensional graviton and some (Cartan) gauge fields – to be identified with, for example,
some of the Standard Model gauge fields – are part of the massless heterotic string spectrum. (If the
graviton would not be part of the massless spectrum of string theory, why care about the cosmological
constant in the first place.) For this reason, we reject the possibility to make ZY
[g
h
]
vanish identically
and consequently assume that a systematic vanishing of (g, h)-twisted internal partition functions can
only be guaranteed, if eq. (15) holds in all twisted sectors (g, h).
2The phrase local and global Killing spinors refers to whether the Killing spinor is invariant under a single point group
element or under the full point group, respectively. It is not related to local and global supersymmetry.
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Obviously for toroidal orbifolds that preserve four-dimensional supersymmetry, the right-moving
fermionic partition function Zψ
[g
h
]
vanishes identically for all commuting (g, h)-sectors. In principle,
one could hope that there exist non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifold compactifications for which the
right-moving partition function nevertheless vanishes in each (g, h)-twisted sector separately due to
the existence of different supersymmetries in each (g, h)-sector. For this, it is sufficient that:
i. A Killing spinor exists locally in every (g, h)-sector. In other words, each orbifold sector
preserves by itself at least N = 1 space-time supersymmetry.
ii. Not all (g, h)-sectors preserve the same Killing spinor(s), such that it is impossible to
define any globally invariant spinor. Hence, target-space supersymmetry is in total entirely
broken.
(17)
The main no-go result of this paper is that non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifolds with these properties
do not exist. In fact, as we will show in the remainder of this paper, in each possible space group
S associated with a non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifold, there is at least one element g ∈ S which
by itself breaks all supersymmetries, thus violating point 1. In that case, the right-moving fermionic
partition function Zψ
[g
h
]
receives a non-vanishing contribution precisely from such a (g,1)-sector, i.e.
h = 1 and g 6= 1. Consequently, the only toroidal orbifold compactifications of the heterotic string
for which Zψ
[g
h
]
vanishes identically for all commuting (g, h)-sectors actually preserve target-space
supersymmetry.
3 Nonexistence of Non-Supersymmetric Toroidal Orbifolds with Lo-
cal Killing Spinors for Every Space Group Element
In the previous section we saw that a necessary condition to have a large class of non-supersymmetric
heterotic orbifold theories with vanishing cosmological constant is the following property: for each
point group element separately some amount of supersymmetry is preserved but globally, i.e. for the
full point group, no Killing spinor exists. In this section we will show that there are no such toroidal
orbifolds.
3.1 CARAT-Classification of Toroidal Orbifolds
To show this statement we make use of the fact that all – Abelian and non-Abelian – point groups
and all space groups relevant for toroidal orbifolds in six dimensions have been classified. Indeed,
all space groups have been classified crystallographically in dimensions up to D = 6 [35, 36]. In this
classification, the geometrical space groups are sorted according to their geometrical point groups
(Q-classes), their lattices (Z-classes) and the possible roto-translations of the lattices (affine classes).
It turns out that there are 7,103 Q-classes, 85,308 Z-classes and a total of 28,927,915 affine-classes;
the latter label all geometrically inequivalent toroidal orbifolds in six dimensions. The collection of
all this toroidal orbifold data is readily available electronically in the carat package [35]. Hence, we
take this as our starting point in this section.
To understand the properties of possible local and global Killing spinors the Q-classes are of
particular interest. All inequivalent geometrical point groups that act crystallographically via eq. (5)
on some six-dimensional torus are labelled by their carat Q-class index from 1 to 7,103. In each
case, the generators of the geometrical point group are given in the lattice basis, denoted by P̂v, i.e.
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as a finite set of integral 6 × 6 matrices D̂v(θ) ∈ P̂v ⊂ GL(6;Z). To find a representation of the
corresponding group Pv ⊂ SO(6), we make use of the orthogonality property Dv(θ)T Dv(θ) = 16 to
first identify the condition
G = D̂v(θ)
T GD̂v(θ) , (18)
for all D̂v(θ) ∈ P̂v, on the torus metric (4) keeping in mind eq. (5). A solution to the equation above
is given by
G =
∑
ρ̂∈ P̂v
ρ̂T ρ̂ . (19)
Using a Cholesky decomposition of G we find a lattice vielbein e and, consequently, the orthogonal
matrices Dv(θ) = e D̂v(θ) e
−1 using eq. (5) again. But as mentioned in the previous section, the
geometrical point group Pv thus determined, does not fully specify the action on the spinors because of
the double cover ambiguities. Each orthogonal matrix Dv(θ) can be written in terms of the Lie algebra
as in eq. (B.2) of appendix B. Then, using eq. (B.6) we explicitly obtain both possible representations
±Ds(θ) in spinor space. Hence, there may be many different abstract point groups P associated to
the same geometrical point group Pv (as provided by carat).
3.2 Counting Invariant Spinors
To define the number of globally and locally preserved Killing spinors and to understand their dis-
tinction better, let us first discuss how to determine the number of Killing spinors preserved by some
subgroup G ⊂ P. For example, this may be a ZNθ subgroup G = 〈θ〉 ⊂ P generated by any θ ∈ P
or the whole point group, G = P. Using a four-dimensional Weyl representation, D4, defined in
appendix B.3, each G-invariant Weyl spinor Ψinv. satisfies the condition
D4(θ)Ψinv. = Ψinv. , (20)
for all θ ∈ G. Consequently, the G-invariant spinor eigenspace can be found using the projection
operator
PG = 1|G|
∑
θ′ ∈G
D4(θ
′) , (21)
which is defined such that D4(θ)PG = PG for all θ ∈ G. Then, the number of G-invariant Killing
spinors is counted using the trace of the projection operator
NG = Tr(PG) = 1|G| ∑
θ′ ∈G
Tr
(
D4(θ
′)
)
. (22)
In particular, we say that N 〈θ〉 determines the number of local Killing spinors compatible with the
point group element θ ∈ P, while N = NP gives the number of global Killing spinors and hence the
amount of target-space supersymmetry.
3.3 Point Groups Admitting Local Killing Spinors Without Global Ones
With these definitions in place we can investigate which of the 7,103 classified geometrical point groups
are relevant for the present investigation. As can be inferred from table 1, the vast majority of Q-
classes has no chance to admit a local Killing spinor for each element, which is a necessary condition
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# Q-classes Restriction
7,103 All inequivalent geometrical point groups Pv ⊂ O(6)
1,616 Orientable geometrical point groups Pv ⊂ SO(6)
106 No element from Pv rotates in a two-dimensional plane only
63 Each element θ ∈ Pv admits a choice with N 〈θ〉 ≥ 1 local Killing spinors
60 Geometrical point group compatible with N ≥ 1 global Killing spinors
Table 1: The number of Q-classes compatible with various necessary requirements for local and global
Killing spinors on six-dimensional toroidal orbifolds.
for a vanishing partition function. Indeed, most geometrical point groups contain elements which do
not preserve the orientation, i.e. Pv ⊂ O(6) but Pv 6⊂ SO(6), hence do not allow for any definition of
spinors in the first place. Out of the remaining point groups, again a large portion can be discarded
because some elements rotate non-trivially in one complex plane only. In this case, the associated
local twist vector vg defined in eq. (9a) can be brought to the form vg = (0, v
1
g , 0, 0). Consequently,
none of the eigenvalues of the associated spinorial representation Ds(θ) as given in eq. (9b) is one, i.e.
none of the components of the vector defined in eq. (16) vanishes modulo integers. Thus, Ds(θ) has
no invariant Killing spinors. (This is in particular the case when v1g = 1 corresponding to the twist
Ds(θ) = −18 on the fermions.)
According to table 1 we are ultimately left with 106 geometrical point groups to be consider further.
Out of these 106 candidates there are 63 Q-classes with the following property: For every geometrical
point group element Dv(θ) ∈ Pv there is an embedding in Spin(6), such that Ds(θ) separately admits
Killing spinors. This means that all elements of the associated Ps can individually lie inside an SU(3)
and thus all have special holonomy. To perform such a check for the non-trivial SU(3) holonomy we
partly recycle the methods developed in [41,42] with the aim of searching for orbifolds that allow for
a global Killing spinor. In contrast, here, we do not apply this SU(3)-check to the whole point group
but rather to each ZN subgroup generated by Dv(θ) ∈ Pv. This check can be performed without
constructing the possible spin embeddings, since the relevant conditions are formulated on the level
of the geometrical point group Pv.
On the other hand, 60 out of 63Q-classes had been identified in [41] to admit N ≥ 1 Killing spinors
globally (for previous partial classifications see e.g. [43–45]) and, hence, also locally. However, a priori
it is not clear whether these 60 point groups also allow for another choice of the spin embedding Ps
such that different Killing spinors are preserved in the various sectors, thus breaking supersymmetry
globally but keeping invariant Killing spinors locally. Consequently, we conclude that there could be
at most 63 geometrical point groups with N = 0 target-space supersymmetry, yet admitting Killing
spinors locally for each point group element. Some elementary properties of the three additional Q-
classes are collected in table 2. Even though each point group element can be embedded individually
into spinor space so as to preserve at least one Killing spinor, not all the required choices can be made
at the same time for all elements in Ps.
For each of the 63 geometrical point groups Pv we went through all possible choices to embed it
into spinor space. We observed that in all cases the resulting group Ps either preserves target-space
supersymmetry globally or contains some elements that do not preserve any Killing spinor. Hence,
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carat-Index Group Generator Relations Order Local Twist Vectors
3375 Dic3 = Z3 ⋊ Z4 θ
4
1 = θ
3
2 = 1, θ2 θ1 θ2 = θ1 12
(1
4 ,
1
4 ,−12
)
,
(1
3 ,−13 , 0
)
5751 Q8 θ
4
1 = 1, θ
2
1 = θ
2
2, θ1 θ2 θ1 = θ2 8
(
1
4 ,
1
4 ,−12
)
,
(
1
4 ,−14 , 0
)
6737 SL(2, 3) θ31 = θ
4
2 = 1, (θ2 θ1)
2 = θ21 θ2 24
(1
3 ,
1
3 ,−23
)
,
(1
4 ,−14 , 0
)
Table 2: Some defining properties of the threeQ-classes for which all elements have an SU(3) holonomy
only separately. Since all these groups are non-Abelian, the two local twist vectors corresponding to
the two generators are obtained from Dv(θ1) and Dv(θ2) in eq. (9a) diagonalized in two different
bases.
there does not exist any non-supersymmetric orbifold for which all point group elements separately
preserve some Killing spinors.
One way of proving this no-go result is to analyze this in detail for each of these point groups
by explicitly constructing all their spin representations. We have performed this investigation but
unfortunately it is not that illuminating as to how this result comes about. Nevertheless, we exemplify
this analysis for the Q8 orbifolds in section 5. In the following section we prove our no-go result by
using only representation theory of finite groups, i.e. without having to explicitly construct any spin
representations of the point group.
4 Finite Group Theoretical Non-Existence Proof
Instead of proving the non-existence of non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifolds by explicitly construct-
ing the relevant spinor representations such that each point group element admits a Killing spinor, we
show this result here using finite group theory. (The relevant representation theory of finite groups
is recalled in appendix C for completeness.) Moreover, we will do so in a way which is as much as
possible independent of the results of section 3.3, i.e. we start again from all Q-classes associated to
six-dimensional toroidal orbifolds.
4.1 Relevant Four-Dimensional Representations of Finite Groups
The 7,103 Q-classes of six-dimensional orbifolds provided by carat correspond to only 1,594 different
abstract point groups: For a given abstract group P there can exist several inequivalent realizations
as integral 6 × 6-matrices with different eigenvalues (e.g. the so-called Z6-I and Z6-II point groups
both correspond to the abstract group Z6). The spinorial point group Ps, i.e. the point group action
on spinors, may have various non-isomorphic realizations because it involves the double cover. As
stated in section 2.3, since our focus is on orbifolds that always admit Killing spinors for all space
group elements locally, we may restrict ourselves to those cases where the abstract group P and its
realizations Pv in geometry and Ps in spinor space are all isomorphic. For this reason we may take
the 1,594 different abstract finite groups P, underlying the 7,103 Q-classes, as our starting point.
Since Spin(6) and SU(4) are isomorphic, the point group action in spinor space is encoded in a four-
dimensional irreducible representation 4 of SU(4). (Indeed, a chiral projection of Ds(θ) yields D4(θ)
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or its conjugate, see eq. (B.14).) Hence, we are interested in four-dimensional, generally reducible
representations3 4 of these 1,594 finite groups P. However, not any four-dimensional representation
4 of one of these finite groups corresponds to a spinor representation that can be associated to a
six-dimensional toroidal orbifold: It might be a representation originating from U(4) instead of SU(4).
Moreover, the resulting six-dimensional representation,
6 = [4]2 , (23)
obtained by the two-times anti-symmetrized tensor product of 4 (see appendix C), might not corre-
spond to one of the vector representations listed in the carat classification. To avoid these issues,
two conditions need to be fulfilled:
1. det (D4(θ)) = 1 for all θ ∈ P :
This determinant condition is fulfilled if the singlet representation obtained by a four-times
anti-symmetrization of the 4, denoted by [4]4, is trivial, i.e. the corresponding characters
are unity on all conjugacy classes: χ[4]4 = (1, . . . , 1). This can be checked easily by using
the character formula of four-times anti-symmetrized representations (C.4).
2. The representation matrices associated to eq. (23) are isomorphic to a Q-class :
Using the character formula of two-times anti-symmetrized representations (C.4) the char-
acter χ6 = χ[4]2 can be computed. The resulting character values χ6 should be equal to
the character values χv of the vector representations evaluated by tracing the correspond-
ing D̂v(θ) ∈ GL(6;Z) of the carat Q-classes (assuming that the same ordering of the
conjugacy classes of P and Pv has been used).
(24)
Hence, by exploiting finite group characters both conditions can be checked without ever having to
construct any representation matrices explicitly, neither D4(θ) ∈ SU(4) nor D6(θ) ∈ SO(6).
4.2 Killing Spinors and Singlet Representations
In section 3.2 we counted the number of G-invariant spinors NG by taking the trace of the correspond-
ing projection operator (22). Using the definition of characters (C.1) and their inner products (C.5)
this formula can be written as
NG = 1|G|
∑
θ′ ∈G
χ4(θ
′) = 〈χ4, χ1〉G = nG1 , (25)
where we have used that the character of the trivial representation 1 is always unity. In the last step
we inserted the character decomposition (C.9) for the branching of 4 into irreducible representations
of G and used the orthonormality of irreducible characters (C.6). Hence, we see that the number
of G-invariant spinors is determined by the number nG
1
of trivial singlet representations 1 in the
decomposition of 4 into irreducible representations of G.
3For notational simplicity, we do not make a distinction between four-dimensional representations of abstract finite
groups and those of SU(4).
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Local Killing Spinors and Trivial ZNθ-Singlets
Each element θ ∈ P generates a ZNθ subgroup of P. Hence, applying the results above for G = 〈θ〉,
we see that number of local Killing spinors preserved by θ is given by the number of trivial singlets
N 〈θ〉 = n〈θ〉
1
, (26)
in the decomposition of the 4 of P into irreducible representations of ZNθ .
Global Killing Spinors and Trivial P-Singlets
The number of global Killing spinors is determined by the number of singlets,
N = nP1 , (27)
in 4 w.r.t. the whole group P. Obviously, if the spinor representation 4 contains the trivial singlet 1 of
P, it branches to the trivial singlet for all subgroups, including the ZNθ subgroups generated by single
elements θ ∈ P. Hence, if an orbifold admits global Killing spinors, it admits local Killing spinors as
well.
4.3 Nonexistence Proof by Checking All Orbifold Geometries
In order to prove that there are no non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifolds that admit Killing spinors
locally in all sectors, we implemented the following procedure:
For each of the 1,594 different abstract groups P we considered all faithful (but in general re-
ducible) four-dimensional representations 4 of P. We required that they do not contain a trivial
singlet representation of P so as to avoid having global Killing spinors by eq. (27). Furthermore, if P
is non-Abelian, we excluded the case where 4 decomposes into four one-dimensional representations
by restricting to faithful representations: Otherwise, the representation 4 would only generate an
Abelian subgroup of P, which by itself is in the list of 1,594 different abstract groups. Hence, this
case is already accounted for. Furthermore, cyclic ZM groups were also disregarded, since for cyclic
groups a local Killing spinor for its generator immediately results in a global Killing spinor and the
resulting model is supersymmetric. Next, we selected only those representations 4 satisfying the two
conditions mentioned in (24) to ensure that the matrix representations D4 can act on spinors and
the resulting six-dimensional representations 6 = [4]2 act crystallographically on six-dimensional tori.
Finally, we constructed all ZN ⊂ P subgroups. We showed that for each remaining representation 4,
there is at least one cyclic subgroup, for which 4 does not contain the trivial ZN -singlet representation.
Consequently, for all non-supersymmetric six-dimensional toroidal orbifolds there is always a sector
without any local Killing spinor.
4.4 A Finite Group Conjecture
In section 3 and in the present section we have shown, both using explicit constructions and by using
abstract group theory, respectively, that there does not exist any six-dimensional toroidal orbifold
that admits Killing spinors for all point group elements but none globally. While implementing the
group theoretical methods in the computer-aided checks mentioned above, it turns out that condition
2. in (24) is, in fact, obsolete: Even if we do not require that the abstract group has a crystallographic
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action associated with some six-dimensional toroidal orbifold, still we could not find any groups that
admitted Killing spinors for all group elements locally but none globally. Since the number of Killing
spinors was counted by the number of trivial singlet representations, we arrive at the following con-
jecture:
Conjecture 1 There does not exist any finite group H that has a four-dimensional representation D4
with the following three properties:
i. D4 has a trivial determinant, i.e. det (D4(θ)) = 1 for all θ ∈ H ,
ii. D4 does not contain the trivial singlet representation of H ,
iii. but the branchings of D4 to all ZN ⊂ H subgroups always contain the trivial ZN -singlet repre-
sentation.
We have checked this conjecture for the following two lengthy lists of finite groups:
• all 1,594 different finite groups which originate from the 7,103 Q-classes of carat;
• all finite groups of order up to 500 from the SmallGroups Library of gap [46], which amounts
to O(100, 000) finite groups,
where we have again excluded orbifolds with cyclic point groups, since for them local Killing spinors
always imply global supersymmetry. Even though the 1,594 finite groups are associated to the carat
Q-classes, we have not implied any connection to toroidal orbifolds while checking this conjecture for
this set of finite groups. The orders of these groups range from order one for the trivial group to order
103,680 for Z2 × (O(5, 3) ⋊ Z2) with carat-index 2804. Moreover, 443 groups of them are of order
501 or higher, hence are not captured by the second list.
For each group H from these lists we constructed every (in general reducible) four-dimensional
representation 4 ofH that does not contain a trivial singlet ofH with D4(ρ) ∈ SU(4) for every element
ρ ∈ H. Then, for every ZN subgroup of H we checked the branching of the representation 4 into
irreducible representations of ZN . In each case, we found at least one ZN subgroup of H where the
4 of H does not contain any trivial singlet of ZN . We take this as strong evidence for the conjecture
above.
However, our conjecture crucially depends on the condition that we need a four-dimensional repre-
sentation: If we consider five- instead of four-dimensional representations in Conjecture 1, then there
are finite groups that fulfill the corresponding conditions of the conjecture. An explicit example is
provided in section 5.5 based on the finite group Q8. Also when the condition i. on the determinant
is relaxed, we can construct another example of a finite group for which the other conditions of the
conjecture can be satisfied, see appendix D.
4.5 Possible Extensions Beyond Symmetric Toroidal Orbifolds
In this paper we obtained a non-existence result for symmetric toroidal orbifolds only. However, in
light of the conjecture formulated above one may wonder whether it can be extended to more general
settings.
The conjecture formulated above suggests that our nonexistence result extends to asymmetric
heterotic toroidal orbifolds as well. The set of possible point groups that act on the right-movers
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becomes much larger for asymmetric orbifolds than for the symmetric case [47]. (For example, the
largest Abelian point group for two-dimensional tori is Z6 for symmetric constructions, while it can
be Z12 for asymmetric cases [48, 49].) However, our conjecture suggests that also for asymmetric
heterotic orbifolds the nonexistence outcome will stand, since we have confirmed it for all O(100, 000)
finite groups of order smaller or equal 500. Hence, non-supersymmetric asymmetric orbifolds with
vanishing partition functions in all one-loop twisted sectors individually are also excluded for all point
groups up to that order.
Moreover, one could consider a Calabi-Yau threefold, which admits some finite group of automor-
phisms at some specific point in its moduli space. Now, it might be possible that it acts on spinors
in such a way that it admits one or more Killing spinors that are not Killing spinors preserved by the
Calabi-Yau itself. Or one could think about a variant of this, namely a K3× T 2, which is orbifolded
by some finite group, such that the various generators of this group preserve incompatible N = 1
supersymmetries. Could such constructions lead to a heterotic model where the partition functions
always vanish or would an extension of our no-go result apply here as well?
The following argument suggests that our negative result even extends to such cases: Suppose that
the Calabi-Yau (or the K3) admits deformations to some six- (or four-)dimensional toroidal orbifold.
These deformations should not be obstructed by modding out the finite group of automorphisms.
Then, modding out the automorphisms just leads to some (other) six-dimensional orbifold. But given
that our non-existence proof included all non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifolds, it applies to these
cases as well.
5 Examples with Q8 Point Group
The purpose of this section is to illustrate various aspects of the abstract concepts, introduced in
the previous sections, using toroidal orbifolds involving the non-Abelian group Q8. To this end, we
begin by giving some basic facts about the group Q8 and its representations in section 5.1. Then, in
section 5.2 we illustrate the conditions discussed in section 4 to allow for a spinorial interpretation
of four-dimensional representations of Q8. Since only toroidal Q8 orbifolds with carat-index 5750
can fulfill all conditions simultaneously, we use this Q-class to illustrate that there are four inequiv-
alent embeddings of the same geometrical Q8 action into spinor-space in section 5.3: One leads to a
supersymmetric construction, while the other three do not admit any Killing spinors globally. In line
of our general no-go result, we find that none of these three non-supersymmetric orbifolds can give
a systematic (i.e. model-independent) solution to the cosmological constant problem, as there are Q8
group elements which remove all Killing spinors locally. In section 5.4 we give two examples involving
Q8 in which the geometrical point groups Pv and their spinorial realizations Ps are not isomorphic.
The first example is an Abelian Z2×Z2 orbifold with a non-Abelian Q8 action on spinors. The second
example involves one of the promising orbifold geometries identified in table 1 with carat-index 5751.
Again in line with our general findings, in both examples we find that −18 ∈ Ps, which locally remove
all Killing spinors. In the final section, we illustrate the importance of our assumptions for conjecture 1
by considering five- instead of four-dimensional representations of Q8.
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T = χr([θ]) [θ] = [1] [θ1] [θ2] [θ3] [θ
2
1]
r = 1++
1+−
1−+
1−−
2

1 1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1 1
1 −1 −1 1 1
2 0 0 0 −2

Table 3: Character table T of the quaternion group Q8.
5.1 Group Q8 and Its Representations
The quaternion group Q8 = 〈θ1, θ2〉 (with gap-ID [8, 4]) can be generated by two generators θ1 and
θ2, which fulfill the following three defining conditions
θ41 = 1, θ
2
2 = θ
2
1, θ1 θ2 θ1 = θ2 . (28)
Consequently, it has eight elements in total, which can be divided into five conjugacy classes:
[1] = {1} , [θ1] = {θ1, θ31} , [θ2] = {θ2, θ32} , [θ3] = {θ3, θ33} , [θ21 ] = {θ21} . (29)
where we used θ3 = θ1θ2 as convenient short-hand notation.
Since the number of conjugacy classes equals the number of irreducible representations, the group
Q8 has five irreducible representations: The trivial one-dimensional representation is denoted by 1++.
Furthermore, there are three non-trivial one-dimensional representations, 1+−, 1−+, 1−− and a single
faithful two-dimensional representation 2. Explicitly, the matrix representations of the generators θa
read
D1ab(θ1) = a 1 , D1ab(θ2) = b 1 , D1ab(θ3) = a·b 1 and D2(θa) = − iσa , (30)
for a,b = ± and in terms of the Pauli matrices σa. The 2 × 2-matrices, D2(θa), a = 1, 2, generate
the Q8 group as a subgroup of SU(2). To each irreducible representation r an irreducible character χr
is associated. Evaluating these irreducible characters χr on the conjugacy classes [θ] according to eq.
(C.2) leads to the character table T of Q8 given in table 3.
Any representation R of Q8 can be decomposed in singlet and doublet representations as
R =
⊕
a,b=±
(1ab⊕)n(ab) ⊕ (2⊕)n(2) . (31)
From this we compute the character of the representation R using table 3 and eq. (C.9) such that we
obtain
χR = χR
(
[1] , [θ1] , [θ2] , [θ3] , [θ
2
1 ]
)
(32)
=
n(1∗) + 2n(2) , ∑
a,b=±
an(ab) ,
∑
a,b=±
bn(ab) ,
∑
a,b=±
a·bn(ab) , n(1∗) − 2n(2)
 ,
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Subgroup 1++ 1+− 1−+ 1−− 2
ZN gen. ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Z4 θ1 10 10 12 12 11 ⊕ 13
Z4 θ2 10 12 10 12 11 ⊕ 13
Z4 θ3 10 12 12 10 11 ⊕ 13
Z2 θ
2
1 10 10 10 10 11 ⊕ 11
Table 4: Branching of the irreducible representations of Q8 into the irreducible representations 1q of
the various ZN subgroups of Q8, see eq. (C.11) and eq. (C.12).
where n(1∗) = n(++)+n(+−)+n(−+)+n(−−) is the total number of one-dimensional representations in
the decomposition ofR. Hence, the total number of singlets and the number of doublet representations
are given by
n(1∗) =
χR([1]) + χR([θ
2
1])
2
, n(2) =
χR([1]) − χR([θ21 ])
4
, (33)
i.e. they are determined by the character χR evaluated on [1] and [θ
2
1 ] only. On the other hand, the
distribution over the various types of singlets is encoded in the character χR evaluated on [θ1], [θ2]
and [θ3].
Since there are only five irreducible representations of Q8, the rules of tensor products of these
irreducible representations are quite simple:
1ab ⊗ 1cd = 1a·c b·d , 1ab ⊗ 2 = 2 , 2⊗ 2 =
⊕
a,b=±
1ab , [2]2 = 1++ . (34)
These properties can be readily verified using the character table 3 and the fact that characters
specify the representations uniquely and turn tensor products and direct sums into ordinary products
and sums of characters, see eq. (C.3). The second relation shows that any information about which
singlet is involved, is completely washed out when tensoring a singlet with 2 because of the zeros
of the character χ2 for the conjugacy classes [θa]. Moreover, since χ2⊗2 = (4, 0, 0, 0, 4), it follows
from eq. (33) that there are no doublets in 2 ⊗ 2. Then, adding the character contributions of all
singlets, shows that this tensor product can be written as the direct sum of all four irreducible singlet
representations. Similarly, the final relation of eq. (34) can be confirmed via eq. (C.4) and corresponds
to det(D2(θa)) = +1.
The quaternion group Q8 has three maximal subgroups (generated by θ1, θ2 and θ3) which are all
isomorphic to Z4. In addition, θ
2
1 = θ
2
2 = θ
2
3 generate a Z2 subgroup. The branching of the irreducible
representations of Q8 into irreducible representations of those Z4 and Z2 subgroups is given in table 4.
5.2 Spinorial Interpretation of 4 of Q8
In this paper we have given a number of criteria on four-dimensional representations of an abstract
group P to ensure that a heterotic orbifold can be obtained which admits Killing spinors locally.
This section applies these conditions to the possible 4 of Q8. To exemplify the consequences of each
condition, we first consider each condition separately and then all of them combined.
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Q-class Lattice Basis Generators Det Decomposition of v
carat-ind. ρ̂1 = D̂v(θ1) ρ̂2 = D̂v(θ2) |ρ̂1| |ρ̂2| and its Character
5750

−1 −1 −1 1 0 0
1 1 0 −1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 1 0 0
−1 0 −1 1 0 0
−1 −1 −1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1
1++ ⊕ 1++ ⊕ 2⊕ 2
χv = (6, 2, 2, 2,−2)
5751

0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0
1 0 1 −1 0 0
1 1 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1


−1 −1 −1 1 0 0
1 1 0 −1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1
1−+ ⊕ 1−+ ⊕ 2⊕ 2
χv = (6,−2, 2 − 2,−2)
6100

0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
−1 1 1 1 0 0
0 −1 −1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


1 −1 −1 0 0 0
1 −1 −1 −1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1

1 −1
1++ ⊕ 1+− ⊕ 2⊕ 2
χv = (6, 2, 0, 0,−2)
6101

1 −1 −1 0 0 0
1 −1 −1 −1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1


0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
−1 1 1 1 0 0
0 −1 −1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1

−1 1
1+− ⊕ 1−− ⊕ 2⊕ 2
χv = (6, 0,−2, 0,−2)
Table 5: This table lists the four Q-classes corresponding the quaternion group Q8. The first column
gives their carat-index. The next columns provide their two generators in the lattice basis and
their determinants. The decomposition (31) of the six-dimensional vector representations v and their
characters χv are given in the final column.
Orientable Toroidal Orbifold
First of all, there exist only four Q-classes based on Q8. Their carat-indices are 5750, 5751, 6100
and 6101. Details are listed in table 5. The Q-classes with carat-indices 6100 and 6101 have one
generator with determinant −1. Consequently, the corresponding toroidal orbifold geometries do not
admit spinors, only the other two Q-classes with carat-indices 5750 and 5751 do.
Faithful Four-Dimensional Representation
Any four-dimensional representation of Q8 is reducible. Its decomposition (31) into singlets and
doublets can be realized in three ways:
n(1∗) = 4 ; n(2) = 0 , n(1∗) = 2 ; n(2) = 1 , n(1∗) = 0 ; n(2) = 2 , (35)
ignoring the distinction between the different singlet representations for a moment. Since only 2 is a
faithful irreducible representation of Q8, the first option (n(2) = 0) is irrelevant.
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Four-Dimensional Representation With Unit Determinant: D4(Q8) ⊂ SU(4)
In order that the four-dimensional representation can be interpreted as a spinor representation, it is
necessary that D4(θ) ∈ SU(4) for all θ ∈ Q8. As discussed in point 1. of (24) this can be tested
by checking that the character of χ[4]4([θ]) = 1 for all five conjugacy classes (29). For all possible
realizations (35) it turns out that χ[4]4([1]) = χ[4]4([θ
2
1 ]) = 1. As observed above, for 4 = 2 ⊕ 2 we
have χ4([θa]) = 0. Hence, it follows from eq. (C.4), that also the other three χ[4]4([θa]) = 1. Therefore,
4 = 2⊕ 2 (36)
defines a four-dimensional representation which admits a spinor interpretation.
For the other faithful realization of four-dimensional Q8 representations, 1ab ⊕ 1cd ⊕ 2, requiring
that χ[4]4([θa]) = 1 for all a = 1, 2, 3 leads to three equations
χ4([θa])
4 + 8χ4([θa])
2 − 48 = 0 . (37)
Since all characters of Q8 are real, this equation is solved by χ4([θa]) = +2 or −2 for a = 1, 2, 3. Then,
the explicit expressions for χ4([θa]) as given in eq. (32) imply that both singlet representations have
to be the same, i.e.
4 = 1ab ⊕ 1ab ⊕ 2 , (38)
for a,b = ±. Hence, there exist four such realizations.
Resulting Six-Dimensional Representation 6 = [4]2 Defines a Q-class
Table 5 lists the four inequivalent realizations of Q8 as crystallographic point groups (i.e. at the level of
Q-classes), providing their lattice generators, their decompositions into irreducible Q8 representations
and their characters. For each six-dimensional representation v listed in this table we try to find a
corresponding four-dimensional representation 4 of Q8 that yields this v via the relation 6 = [4]2 and
the character relation (C.4). To do so, we first apply the general decomposition (31) to 4, determine
the corresponding character values χ4 given in eq. (32) and insert them in eq. (C.4) for [4]2. The
dimension of this representation is determined by the character evaluated in 1 and obviously equals
six: χ6([1]) = (4
2 − 4)/2 = 6. Next, we observe that χv([θ21 ]) = −2 for all Q8 Q-classes listed in
table 5. Using eq. (32) together with χ4([θ
4
1]) = χ4([1]) = 4 we investigate how this can be obtained:
χ6([θ
2
1]) =
1
2 χ4([θ
2
1 ])
2 − 2 != − 2 , (39)
which implies χ4([θ
2
1 ]) = 0. Consequently, we have for the other three conjugacy classes [θa], a = 1, 2, 3,
of Q8:
χ6([θa]) =
1
2 χ4([θa])
2 , (40)
using θ2a = θ
2
1. Note that the right-hand-side is non-negative. Hence, when the six-dimensional
representation v has negative character values for θa, this analysis implies that there is no four-
dimensional representation from which it can be obtained. Looking at table 5, we thus infer that
the vector representations defined by the Q-classes 5751 and 6101 cannot be obtained from any four-
dimensional representation of Q8.
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Combined Consequences
We have seen that a four-dimensional representation of Q8 that admits a spinorial interpretation yields
two options: Either it is a direct sum of two 2 or of one 2 and two identical singlets. For 4 = 2 ⊕ 2
we get χ4 = (4, 0, 0, 0,−4). Hence, χ4([θ21 ]) = −4 6= 0 and this option cannot be realized in any Q8
toroidal orbifold geometry. However, the second option (38) has χ4 = (4,a·2,b 2,a·b·2, 0), especially
χ4([θ
2
1 ]) = 0. Using eq. (40) this yields χ6([θa]) = 2 for a = 1, 2, 3, which coincides with the characters
of theQ-class with carat-index 5750, see table 5. Consequently, when we combine all these conditions
together and insist that Q8 is also the geometrical point group of a toroidal orbifold (i.e. Pv and Ps
are isomorphic), we find that only the Q-class with carat-index 5750 fulfills all conditions and the
spinorial embedding has to be 4 = 1ab ⊕ 1ab ⊕ 2.
5.3 Consequences of the Double Cover Ambiguities
The analysis above showed that only the Q8 Q-class with carat-index 5750 has four-dimensional
spinorial representations that can be associated with a Q8 toroidal orbifold. Moreover, the decomposi-
tion of these four-dimensional representations is given by eq. (38). Since a,b = ±, there are four such
four-dimensional representations. All of them correspond to the same six-dimensional representation
of Q8. In other words, the geometrical action of Q8 can be embedded in four inequivalent ways into
spinor space. The origin of these four inequivalent embeddings can be understood as double cover
ambiguities. Since Q8 has two generators, θ1 and θ2, there are 2
2 = 4 different matrix realizations
of these generators in spinor space. Next, we follow the methods outlined in section 3 to see this
explicitly.
Explicit Spinorial Embeddings
From carat we get the Q8 generators of the geometrical point group P̂v represented as GL(6,Z)
matrices in an unspecified lattice basis e, see table 5 for carat-index 5750. To obtain the vielbein e,
we first use eq. (19) to determine a compatible metric G and then apply a Cholesky decomposition.
We find
G =

16 8 8 −8 0 0
8 16 0 −8 0 0
8 0 16 −8 0 0
−8 −8 −8 16 0 0
0 0 0 0 8 0
0 0 0 0 0 8

, e = 2

2 1 1 −1 0 0
0
√
3 − 1√
3
− 1√
3
0 0
0 0 2
√
2
3 −
√
2
3 0 0
0 0 0
√
2 0 0
0 0 0 0
√
2 0
0 0 0 0 0
√
2

. (41)
By performing the conjugation (5) we obtain the SO(6)-representation matrices,
Dv(θ1) =

0 − 1√
3
−
√
2
3 0 0 0
1√
3
0 0 −
√
2
3 0 0√
2
3 0 0
1√
3
0 0
0
√
2
3 − 1√3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

, Dv(θ2) =

0 − 1√
3
1√
6
1√
2
0 0
1√
3
0 − 1√
2
1√
6
0 0
− 1√
6
1√
2
0 1√
3
0 0
− 1√
2
− 1√
6
− 1√
3
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

, (42)
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Decomposition of Number of Killing Spinors Locally Globally
the Spinorial Repr. N 〈1〉 N 〈θ1〉 N 〈θ2〉 N 〈θ3〉 N 〈θ
2
1
〉 NQ8
4++ = 2⊕ 1++ ⊕ 1++ 4 2 2 2 2 2
4+− = 2⊕ 1+− ⊕ 1+− 4 2 0 0 2 0
4−+ = 2⊕ 1−+ ⊕ 1−+ 4 0 2 0 2 0
4−− = 2⊕ 1−− ⊕ 1−− 4 0 0 2 2 0
Table 6: This table lists the four inequivalent four-dimensional spinorial representations 4 and their
decompositions for the toroidal Q8 orbifold with carat-index 5750. For each of them we give the
number of Killing spinors preserved locally, i.e. by a representative of each of the five conjugacy classes
[1], [θ1], [θ2], [θ3] and [θ
2
1 ], and globally, i.e. by the point group Q8 as a whole.
in the Euclidean basis. From this we can compute the angles appearing in the parametrization (B.2)
for both generators in the vector representation. Inserting them into eq. (B.6) leads to the eight-
dimensional spinor representation Ds. At this point, it is convenient to use the projector P
(+) intro-
duced in eq. (B.4) to express the obtained spinor representation in theWeyl-basis, as a four-dimensional
matrix representation, namely
D4ab(θ1) = a

1 0 0 0
0 − i√
3
√
2
3 0
0 −
√
2
3
i√
3
0
0 0 0 1
 , D4ab(θ2) = b

1 0 0 0
0 − i√
3
− i√
2
− 1√
6
0
0 − i√
2
+ 1√
6
i√
3
0
0 0 0 1
 . (43)
The signs a,b = ± parameterize the four double cover ambiguities. (The overall signs a and b in
eq. (43) do not alter the two-dimensional representation 2 from the non-trivial 2× 2 matrix blocks in
D4ab(θa), since the tensor product 1ab times 2 equals 2 again, see eq. (34).) This precisely corresponds
to the four inequivalent decompositions (38) of 4 of Q8 that admitted a spinorial interpretation. Hence,
the abstract representation theory and the explicit construction of the spinorial representations yield
exactly the same result.
Number of Local and Global Killing Spinors
Now, we can either use the explicit spinorial representation matrices (43) or the decompositions (38)
of the four-dimensional representation 4 of Q8 to determine the number of Killing spinors, locally and
globally. To do so we use eq. (26) applied to any representative of each of the five conjugacy classes
and eq. (27) for the whole Q8 point group. The results for the four inequivalent choices in the double
cover are listed in table 6.
As can be inferred from the last column of this table, the choice ab = ++ yields N = 2 super-
symmetry. (This is consistent with the results of ref. [41] where all six-dimensional toroidal orbifolds
were identified that preserve N ≥ 1 supersymmetry.) The other three cases, ab = +−,−+ and −−,
yield N = 0 in four dimensions, as these 4’s do not contain any trivial singlet representation 1++ of
Q8. For these cases there always exist two conjugacy classes, each generating a Z4 subgroup of Q8,
which do not admit any Killing spinors locally. This shows the impossibility to construct a toroidal
Q8 orbifold without global Killing spinors, but where each group element by itself admits invariant
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spinors. Consequently, any non-supersymmetric orbifold constructed out of the previously analyzed
Pv and Ps will generically suffer from the cosmological constant problem.
5.4 Examples of Nonisomorphic Geometrical and Spinorial Point Groups
At various places we have excluded situations where the geometrical point group Pv and its spinorial
realization Ps were not isomorphic, since this implies −18 ∈ Ps and thus breaks all supersymmetries
(see the discussion around eq. (8)). In this section, we give two explicit examples to illustrate how this
happens in detail.
A Z2 × Z2 Orbifold With a Q8 Action on Spinors
Let us analyze the decomposition (36) of the four-dimensional representation 4 of Q8 into two doublets.
Using eq. (30) it can be given explicitly as
D4(θ1) =
(
−iσ1 0
0 −iσ1
)
, D4(θ2) =
(
−iσ2 0
0 −iσ2
)
. (44)
This representation admits a spinorial interpretation. However, it cannot be associated to any geo-
metrical Q8 orbifold, see the Q-classes listed in table 5 and the discussion at the end of section 5.2.
Indeed, this spinorial representation does not lead to a faithful six-dimensional representation 6 = [4]2
of Q8, as we show in the following: The anti-symmetrized tensor product [4]2 leads to a direct sum of
Q8 singlet representations, i.e.
[2⊕ 2′]2 = [2]2 ⊕ [2′]2 ⊕ (2⊗ 2′) = 1++ ⊕ 1++ ⊕ 1++ ⊕ 1+− ⊕ 1−+ ⊕ 1−− , (45)
using the tensor products (34). (To evaluate the tensor product we labeled the second two-dimensional
representation as 2′.) Using eq. (30) an explicit matrix representation of 6 = [4]2 is given by
Dv(θ1) =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1

, Dv(θ2) =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1

. (46)
Consequently, the geometrical point group is Z2 × Z2 (the corresponding Q-class has carat-index
4618), while the spinorial point group is Q8.
This example clearly illustrates that the geometrical and spinorial point groups need not be iso-
morphic: The four-dimensional matrix representation (44) satisfies the following algebraic relations
D4(θ1)
2 = − 14 , D4(θ2)2 = − 14 , D4(θ1)D4(θ2) = −D4(θ2)D4(θ1) , (47)
which are equivalent to the defining relations of Q8 as given in eq. (28). On the other hand, the
corresponding six-dimensional matrix representation (46) satisfies
Dv(θ1)
2 = 16 , Dv(θ2)
2 = 16 , Dv(θ1)Dv(θ2) = Dv(θ2)Dv(θ1) . (48)
In this case all defining relations ofD4 andDv differ by minus-signs. Hence, we have an Abelian Z2×Z2
orbifold at the level of the geometry with a non-Abelian Q8 action on spinors. Moreover, since Pv
and Ps are not isomorphic, we see explicitly that all supersymmetries are broken by −18 ∈ Ps.
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A Q8 Orbifold with a Z4 ⋊ Z4 Action on Spinors
The next example treats one of the three special Q-classes identified in table 2 of section 3: The Q8
orbifold with carat-index 5751. In this example the local twist vectors associated to all elements of
Q8 can be chosen individually such that they admit Killing spinors locally. Indeed, the local twist
vectors defined in eq. (9a) are given by
[θ] [θ1] [θ2] [θ3] [θ
2
1]
v
(1
4 ,
1
4 ,−12
) (1
4 ,−14 , 0
) (1
4 ,
1
4 ,−12
) (1
2 ,−12 , 0
) (49)
for the four non-trivial conjugacy classes of Q8 using a different basis to diagonalize Dv(θ) in each case.
One sees that all twist vectors preserve some supersymmetries individually. However, eq. (40) implies
that all χ6([θa]) ≥ 0, while we see from table 5 that some χ6([θ]) are negative. Thus, we conclude
that there is no isomorphic spin-embedding of Q8 for the six-dimensional representation 6 of Q8. One
can also see this explicitly as follows:
We can apply the methods of section 3 to determine the corresponding spinor representation
matrices D4(θ). In accordance with eq. (8) some of the defining relations of Q8 are modified from
eq. (28) to
D4(θ1)
4 = 14 , D4(θ2)
2 = −D4(θ1)2 , D4(θ1)D4(θ2)D4(θ1) = −D4(θ2) , (50)
which is Z4 ⋊ Z4 with 16 elements.
The relations (50) show that −18 ∈ Ps. Hence, there are point group elements that explicitly break
all supersymmetries and generically the cosmological constant does not vanish for the corresponding
heterotic orbifold models.
5.5 Conjecture 1 with Five-Dimensional Representations is Violated
To emphasize the importance of the conditions of conjecture 1 we give an example, which fulfills all
but one of the requirements of conjecture 1: We take a five-dimensional representation of Q8 instead
and show that one can easily construct a counter-example in this extended case: The five-dimensional
representation,
5 = 1+− ⊕ 1−+ ⊕ 1−− ⊕ 2 , (51)
has det(D5(θ)) = 1 for all θ ∈ Q8, since the two generators can be represented by the following
matrices
D5(θ1) =

1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −i
0 0 0 −i 0

, D5(θ2) =

−1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 1 0

, (52)
using eq. (30). This five-dimensional representation (51) does not contain the trivial representation
1++. However, for each non-trivial singlet 1ab, ab 6= ++, there is a subgroup of Q8 in which this
singlet branches to the trivial singlet 10 of Z4 (as can be seen from table 4). Thus, this 5 of Q8 contains
a trivial ZN singlet when branched to each ZN subgroup of Q8. Hence, we have shown that this five-
dimensional representation of Q8 does fulfill the three conditions of conjecture 1, however extended
to the case of five-dimensional representations instead of four-dimensional ones. Consequently, the
assumption of four-dimensional representations is crucial to our conjecture 1.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
Summary of the Non-Existence Result
We have investigated conditions under which the one-loop cosmological constant vanishes for symmet-
ric six-dimensional non-supersymmetric toroidal orbifolds in the context of the heterotic string. To
ensure generic model-independent results, i.e. to obtain findings that do not rely on the details of the
gauge embedding, we aimed to achieve this by requiring that the right-moving fermionic partition
function vanishes in each (twisted) sector of the theory individually. The condition for this to happen
is that all commuting pairs of constructing and projecting space group elements, g and h, respec-
tively, possess common Killing spinors but no Killing spinor survives globally. This situation could be
seen as a non-supersymmetric setting, where each (g, h)-twisted sector reserves some supersymmetry.
However, we find that there does not exist any six-dimensional toroidal orbifold which preserves some
amount of supersymmetry for each space group element separately, but none globally. In other words,
for any admissible space group there is at least one element g that breaks supersymmetry completely
and consequently the contribution from the (g,1)-twisted sector to the one-loop partition function
does not vanish identically. Therefore, the main result of this paper is the following: only super-
symmetric orbifold geometries in six dimensions can achieve that the one-loop right-moving fermionic
partition function vanishes in all sectors individually.
We provide two independent methods to prove the non-existence of six-dimensional toroidal orb-
ifolds for which all space group elements admit some Killing spinors, while no Killing spinors exist for
the space group as a whole. In the first method we construct all possible spin embeddings for all point
groups of all six-dimensional toroidal orbifolds. The second method uses the fact that the number of
Killing spinors (preserved by a finite group) can be determined as the number of trivial singlet rep-
resentations contained in the decomposition of four-dimensional representations of that finite group.
The latter method has the main advantage that one does not have to construct the spin embedding ex-
plicitly and one can rely on elegant finite group theoretical results. However, both methods are based
on the fact that six-dimensional toroidal orbifolds have been fully classified and hence we needed to
simply go through the complete list of all relevant point groups.
Our second, finite group theoretical, proof of our non-existence result was extended to an inter-
esting mathematical conjecture for finite groups, namely: There is no finite group possessing a four
dimensional representation which has a trivial determinant and does not contain a trivial singlet,
while all its branchings to cyclic subgroups have trivial singlet representations. This conjecture led
us to speculate that our no-go result extends beyond toroidal orbifolds to e.g. orbifolds of Calabi-Yau
manifolds, where different Killing spinors are preserved by the Calabi-Yau and the orbifolding.
The impossibility of constructing non-supersymmetric heterotic toroidal orbifold models with gener-
ically vanishing cosmological constant seems to be in sharp contrast to the perturbative situation on
the type-II side especially if the duality between heterotic and type II string theories persists in the
non-supersymmetric case as suggested in [50]. Indeed, there exist non-supersymmetric string models
on asymmetric orbifolds with one-loop vanishing cosmological constant on the type-II side [18,30] (and
more recent variations [33]). As discussed in ref. [18] some of the different orbifold twists preserve
either only some right- or some left-moving supersymmetry, so that supersymmetry is completely bro-
ken in the construction as a whole, yet ensuring that the corresponding twisted sectors in the partition
function all vanish identically4. In light of this left-right alternating pattern, one could suggest to pre-
4The heterotic orbifold dual to the type-II construction has a non-vanishing cosmological constant which turns out to
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form a similar construction on the heterotic side. However, as argued in this paper, such an attempt
is doomed to fail: It is possible to construct a left-moving partition function that vanishes by making
use of (generalized) Riemann identities. But then the left-moving vacuum has been projected out and
consequently it is impossible to obtain a massless graviton in the heterotic string spectrum.
Outlook
The negative outcome of our classification induces a significant constraint in the space of phenomeno-
logically viable models which one could hope to obtain (in a straight-forward way) from string theory.
As such, the results of this paper make any unanswered questions much more interesting and pressing.
Related searches could therefore be extended in various directions:
The arguments at the end of section 4.5 strongly rely on the existence of an unobstructed orb-
ifold limit. However, there exist many Calabi-Yau spaces that do not admit any toroidal orbifold
interpretation. Yet, there is a second class of Calabi-Yau manifolds where our arguments should
apply: Many Calabi-Yau manifolds (like complete intersection Calabi-Yaus or Calabi-Yaus based on
weighted projected spaces) can be described by gauged linear sigma models (GLSMs) in appropriate
limits [52, 53]. In general, after gauge fixing the worldsheet gauge symmetry there might be some
remaining ZM -factors that encode the global structure of the resulting geometry. Now, suppose that
the GLSM preserves additional discrete symmetries that admit other Killing spinors than the ones
preserved by the ZM -factors. Then, again our conjecture seems to suggest that there is a sector for
which the right-moving fermionic partition function does not vanish and supersymmetry is explicitly
broken. Since certain GLSMs possess limits in which they can be described by Gepner models, this
suggests that our no-go result could even be extended to non-supersymmetric Gepner models [54,55].
Both the toroidal orbifolds considered in this paper and the possible extensions suggested above are
examples of global orbifolds, i.e. a geometrical construction M6/G where a six-dimensional manifold
M6 is divided by some finite group G. However, there also exist non-global orbifolds, where the
orbifolding is performed patch-wise with certain compatibility requirements on overlaps (for details
see e.g. [56]). For such non-global orbifolds, it might be possible that the orbifolding in each patch
admits some Killing spinors, but there are no Killing spinors globally on all patches combined, leading
to vanishing right-moving fermionic partition functions in a non-supersymmetric setting.
In addition, our non-existence result explicitly assumed, that we could make the partition function
to vanish in all (twisted) sectors individually. As discussed in section 2.5 this is only the most con-
servative and model independent way one could achieve a vanishing (one-loop) cosmological constant
(which did work in certain type II constructions). However, our results certainly do not exclude the
possibility to have accidental cancellations between various sectors in the full partition function or
that only the modular integral over the one-loop amplitude vanishes. It would be very interesting to
investigate whether either option is at all possible and if so how to implement them in a systematic
fashion.
Moreover, as stated above the mathematical conjecture 1 that underpinned our no-go result was
only tested for a large but certainly not exhaustive number of finite groups. Therefore, a future
direction for mathematical work could be to either prove this conjecture or to determine finite groups
where it fails.
be non-perturbative in the coupling of the original type-II theory [51]. Specifically, there appears a mismatch between
the number of bosons and fermions in the heterotic dual, both in the untwisted and twisted sectors of the asymmetric
orbifold.
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If it is impossible to have the cosmological constant to vanish at the one-loop level, maybe the next
best thing is to have it be exponentially suppressed. Models with exponentially small cosmological
constant at one loop, due to an accidental Bose-Fermi degeneracy only at the massless level, were
constructed in [25] based on the idea of having heterotic constructions which are able to interpolate
between supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric string vacua [16, 57–59]. In particular, heterotic
models with small and positive cosmological constant have been constructed recently in [60] and a
possible solution to the decompactification problem of such constructions was suggested e.g. in [61].
The results of our paper strengthen the motivation to consider such constructions to address the
cosmological constant problem in non-supersymmetric heterotic string models.
Finally, in this paper we had to develop a couple of new techniques to systematically study non-
Abelian orbifolds in order to understand the possible structures of the right-moving fermionic parti-
tion function. These techniques might prove very useful to investigate heterotic model building on
non-Abelian supersymmetric or non-supersymmetric orbifolds in a more systematic fashion than was
possible in the past (see e.g. [42,62]). In particular, the use of representation theory of finite groups
could provide a tool to efficiently characterize gauge bundles on non-Abelian orbifolds.
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A Riemann Identities for Fermionic Partition Functions
In this appendix we present the structure of fermionic partition functions and discuss generalizations
of the Riemann identity that could be used to determine when fermionic partition functions vanish.
A.1 Fermionic Partition Functions
In this appendix, we consider an even number of complex left-moving worldsheet fermions λ = (λI),
I = 1, . . . , d, with the following boundary conditions
λI(σ + 1) = e2pii t/ν e2piiα
I
λI(σ) , λI(σ − τ) = e2pii t′/ν e2piiα′ I λI(σ) . (A.1)
The integers t, t′ = 0, . . . , ν − 1 label the ν-sectors of a Zν-spin-structure. In particular, if we take
ν = 2, this corresponds to the standard spin-structures of the Spin(32)/Z2 or E8×E8 heterotic string
theories if we take d = 16 or two bunches of d = 8 fermions. The vectors α,α′ ∈ Qd parametrize
further arbitrary boundary conditions that these left-moving fermions may fulfill.
We can define the following partition functions when summing over the spin-structures
Zd
[α
α′
]
(τ) =
1
2
e−piiα
T (α′−ed)
ν−1∑
t,t′=0
e−pii
d
ν2 t
′t e−2pii
t′
ν e
T
d
α
θd
[1
2 ed−
t
ν ed−α
1
2 ed−
t′
ν ed−α′
]
(τ)
ηd(τ)
. (A.2)
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Here ed = (1, . . . , 1)
T is the d-component vector with all its entries equal to one. In addition, we use
the d-dimensional theta function with d-component vector-valued characteristics β and β′:
θd
[β
β′
]
(τ) =
∑
n∈Zd
e2pii
{
τ
2
(n+β)2+(n+β)T β′
}
. (A.3)
The partition functions (A.2) are modular covariant in the sense that
Zd
[α
α′
](
τ + 1
)
= e2pii
d
12 Zd
[α
α′+α
](
τ
)
, Zd
[α
α′
](−1
τ
)
= e−2pii
d
4 Zd
[α′
−α
](
τ
)
. (A.4)
Hence, they can conveniently be used as building blocks for fully invariant partition functions.
A.2 Generalized Riemann Identities for d-Dimensional Theta Functions
In the following, we do not take the order of the spin-structures ν and the number of complex fermions
d to be independent, but assume that they are related via d = 2ν. In this case we can derive various
generalized Riemann identities, which may ensure that the corresponding partition functions vanish
under certain conditions. These Riemann identities originate from a fractional symmetric orthogonal
d× d matrix S ∈ SO(d;Q), i.e.
ST = S , STS = 1d . (A.5)
Call α˜ = Sα the characteristic α transformed by S. The Riemann identity then expresses the d-
dimensional theta function with characteristics (α˜, α˜′) as a finite sum of the original ones over some
new summation variables.
For example, we can consider the fractional matrix
S =
1
ν
ed e
T
d − 1d , (A.6)
which has the described properties above when d = 2ν. (More generally, we could take S = 1ν ww
T−1d
with a vector w with all non-vanishing integers and ν = w2/2.) For any integral vector n ∈ Zd, the
vector
n˜ = S n = 1ν
(∑
i
ni
)
ed − n != tν ed +m , (A.7)
can be decomposed in an integral part, labeled by m ∈ Zd, and a fractional part, labeled by t =
0, . . . , ν − 1. (The latter distinguishes the ν sectors associated to a Zν-spin structure.) However, not
for any t = 0, . . . ν − 1 and m ∈ Zd the suggested identification of eq. (A.7) make sense, since then
we would be ignoring a constraint between m and t. To identify this constraint, we first notice that
eq. (A.7) implies that t = eTd n−ν
[
eTd n/ν
]
and m =
[
eTd n/ν
]
ed−n, where [. . .] restricts to the integral
part. By taking the inner product with ed of the second equation, we uncover the constraint:
eTdm+ t ∈ ν Z . (A.8)
To obtain a generalized Riemann identity we write out θd
[α˜
α˜′
]
(τ) using the identification (A.7)
θd
[α˜
α˜′
](
τ) =
ν−1∑
t=0
∑
m∈Zd
δνZ(e
T
dm+ t) e
2pii
{ τ
2
(
m+
t
ν ed−α
)2
+
(
z−α′
)T (
m+
t
ν ed−α
)}
. (A.9)
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where the constraint (A.8) is implemented using the order-ν delta function, which amounts to project-
ing out all summands that do not fulfill this constraint
δνZ(β) =
1
ν
ν−1∑
t′=0
e2pii
t′
ν β . (A.10)
Inserting this expression, we can recognize the d-dimensional theta functions and simplify it to
θd
[α˜
α˜′
]
(τ) =
1
ν
ν−1∑
t′,t=0
e−2pii
{ t′t
ν −
t′
ν e
T
d
α
}
θd
[α− tν ed
α′− t
′
ν ed
]
(τ) . (A.11)
Since S ed = ed, we find that α 7→ 12 ed − α is equivalent to α˜ 7→ 12 ed − α˜. Making these substitutions
we obtain the generalized Riemann identity
1
ν
ν−1∑
t′,t=0
e−2pii
{ t′t
ν +
t′
ν e
T
d
α
}
θd
[1
2 ed−
t
ν ed−α
1
2 ed−
t′
ν ed−α′
]
(τ) = θd
[1
2 ed−α˜
1
2 ed−α˜′
]
(τ) . (A.12)
Now, notice that the left-hand-side appears in the form of a fermionic partition function (A.2)
with Zν-spin structures. Hence, this partition function vanishes:
Zd
[α
α′
]
(τ) = 0 , (A.13)
if and only if the same entries of α˜ and α˜′ vanish modulo integers, since the expression then is
proportional to θ
[1/2
1/2
]
, which is zero.
A.3 Right-moving Fermionic Partition Function
The partition function of the right-moving fermions ψR = (ψ
a
R), used in the main text, is most
conveniently determined as the complex conjugate of the partition function of left-moving fermions
with the same boundary conditions. Their orbifold boundary conditions are determined by the local
twist vectors vg =
(
0, v1g , v
2
g , v
3
g
)
associated to a given space group element g ∈ P. (The first zero in this
vector just means that we have trivial boundary conditions in the four-dimensional Minkowski space
corresponding to the fermion ψ0R.) In addition, these fermions are defined with a Z2-spin structure,
hence their partition function reads
Zψ
[g
h
]
(τ) = Z4
[vg
vh
]
(τ) , (A.14)
using eq. (A.4) of appendix A with ν = 2.
This shows that we may apply the vanishing result (A.13) derived above for d = 4 and ν = 2.
Hence, we see that
v˜g = S vg =
1
2

v1g + v
2
g + v
3
g
−v1g + v2g + v3g
v1g − v2g + v3g
v1g + v
2
g − v3g
 where S =
1
2

−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 , (A.15)
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precisely corresponds to the four eigenvalues of Ds(θ). Hence, as stated in the main text, the partition
function Zψ
[g
h
]
vanishes iff the same components of v˜g and v˜h vanish modulo integers at the same
time, i.e. vg and vh preserve the same Killing spinor.
The choice of the matrix S is not unique, one could also have started with the matrix
S =
1
2

1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
 . (A.16)
The Riemann identity in this case will look somewhat different, but in the end one arrives at the same
physical conditions as to when the right-moving fermionic partition function vanishes.
A.4 Left-Moving Fermionic Partition Functions
As we have seen in this appendix, Riemann identities can naturally be applied to certain fermionic
partition functions. Therefore, in order to investigate options to apply generalized Riemann identities
to the left-moving gauge degrees of freedom of the heterotic string, it is most convenient to work in
the fermionic formulation. In that case one has 16 left-moving complex fermions. In the standard
Spin(32)/Z2 or E8 × E8 theories there are one or two Z2-spin structures, respectively.
Since all Riemann identities under investigation have a spin structure of order ν = w2/2 ≥ d/2, we
realize that it is impossible to have Riemann identities for bunches of 8 or 16 fermions with a Z2-spin
structure. Hence, the standard left-moving partition functions do not vanish. If one would allow for
more exotic theories with Z4- or Z8-spin structures, then our results can provide Riemann identities
and possible vanishing partition functions. Moreover, if one introduce four Z2-spin structures for four
bunches of four left-moving fermions, then the results given here can be applied. (Combinations of
these options could also be considered.) However, in all of these cases the trivial vacuum state has been
projected out, such that the remaining states can organize themselves in such a way that cancellations
at all mass levels are possible. As indicated in the main text, this is not acceptable for heterotic string
phenomenology since this means in particular that the massless graviton will be absent.
B Some Representation Theory of SO(6), Spin(6) and SU(4)
B.1 SO(6): The Vector Representation
The generators Jij of the so(6) Lie-algebra in the vector representation can be written as
(Jij)kl = δikδjl − δjkδil (B.1)
for i, j = 1, . . . , 6. The (i, j) and (j, i) entry of the matrix Jij equals +1 and −1, respectively. Hence,
Jij for i < j and i, j = 1, . . . , 6 form a basis of anti-symmetric 6× 6 matrices. Jij generates a rotation
in the (Xi,Xj)-plane. Then, a general SO(6) group element Dv(θ) can be obtained by exponentiating
the so(6) anti-symmetric Lie-algebra parameter ωij as
Dv(θ) = exp
(
1
2 ωij Jij
)
, (B.2)
where θ ∈ P denotes the corresponding abstract point group element and the factor 12 in eq. B.2
accounts for the summation over the full index range of i, j using the anti-symmetry of ωij and Jij.
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B.2 Spin(6): The Spinor Representation
The six-dimensional Euclidean Clifford algebra is generated by 8 × 8 Hermitian gamma matrices Γi,
i = 1, . . . , 6, and the chirality operator Γ˜ = i Γ1 Γ2 . . .Γ6, which satisfy{
Γi,Γj
}
= 2 δij 18 , Γ˜
2 = 18 ,
{
Γi, Γ˜
}
= 0 . (B.3)
The chirality operator allows us to define the Weyl-spinors with help of the projectors,
P (±) =
18 ± Γ˜
2
with
(
P (±)
)2
= P (±) and P (+) P (−) = 0 . (B.4)
In addition, the charge conjugation matrix C has the properties
C ΓiC
−1 = ΓTi , C Γ˜C
−1 = − Γ˜T , C† = − CT = C . (B.5)
Consequently, C P (±) C−1 = (P (∓))T and (CΓi)T = −CΓi are anti-symmetric matrices.
The spin representation is defined as
Ds(θ) = exp
(
1
2 ωij Σij
)
with C Ds(θ)C
−1 = Ds(θ−1)T = Ds(θ)∗ , (B.6)
in terms of the anti-Hermitian spin generators Σij, satisfying
Σij = − Σji = 14
[
Γi,Γj
]
, C Σij C
−1 = − ΣTij , and Tr(Σij) = 0 . (B.7)
These generators Σij fulfill the so(6) Lie-algebra that can be defined from the generators Jij of the
vector representation of so(6) given in eq. (B.1). Furthermore, Ds(θ) is a unitary matrix, since
Ds(θ)
† = Ds(θ−1) = Ds(θ)−1. The eight-dimensional spin representation Ds acts naturally on eight-
component Dirac spinors. The group generated by these spin generators is called the spin group
Spin(6).
The relation between the vector and spinor representation is given by
Ds(θ)
T CΓiDs(θ) =
[
Dv(θ)
]
ij
CΓj . (B.8)
This shows that the spin group Spin(6) is the double cover of the special orthogonal group SO(6): the
spin group elements −Ds(θ) and Ds(θ) both project to the same SO(6) group element Dv(θ). This
means that if we are given a set of the generators {Dv(θα)} of the geometrical point group Pv ⊂ SO(6),
then for each of them we have two choices to define the corresponding Spin(6) generators: Ds(θα) or
−Ds(θα). On the other hand, Ds(θ) determines Dv(θ) uniquely, i.e.[
Dv(θ)
]
ij
= 18 Tr
[
Ds(θ
−1) ΓiDs(θ) Γj
]
, (B.9)
using eq. (B.8) and eq. (B.6). Because Dv(θ)ji = Dv(θ
−1)ij =
(
Dv(θ)
−1)
ij, the matrix Dv(θ) is
orthogonal. Furthermore, Dv(θ) is real, i.e. Dv(θ)
∗
ij = Dv(θ)ij using Γ
∗
i = Γ
T
i and Ds(θ)
∗ = Ds(θ−1)T .
Hence, Dv(θ) as defined in eq. (B.9) is an element of SO(6).
For the Clifford algebra the following variant of Schur’s lemma holds: Let M be a Clifford algebra
matrix satisfying
CM C−1 = M−T and MT CΓiM = CΓi , (B.10)
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for all i = 1, . . . , 6, then M = ±18. Indeed, these two equations can be combined to the condi-
tion [M,Γi] = 0 for all i. Since the six-dimensional Clifford algebra is spanned by the 64 matrices,
18 , Γi , Γij , Γijk , ΓijkΓ˜ , ΓijΓ˜ , ΓiΓ˜ , Γ˜ (where Γij and Γijk are the two and three times totally
anti-symmetric products of gamma matrices, respectively), we infer that only when M = a18 with
a ∈ C, this matrix commutes with all gamma matrices.5 Inserting this back into the second relation
of eq. (B.10), we find a2 = 1. Identifying M with Ds(θ1) · · ·Ds(θn) and use Dv(θ1) · · ·Dv(θn) = 1, we
thus obtained eq. (8).
B.3 SU(4): Chiral Spinor Representations
To obtain a convenient chiral basis of the six-dimensional Clifford algebra, we express the gamma
matrices Γi, chirality operator Γ˜ and charge conjugation C as
Γi =
(
0 γ¯i
γi 0
)
, Σij =
(
σij 0
0 σ¯ij
)
, Γ˜ =
(
14 0
0 −14
)
, C =
(
0 c
c 0
)
, (B.11)
in terms of Clifford algebra generators γ¯κ = γκ, κ = 1, . . . , 5, and charge conjugate matrix c, satisfying
c γκ c
−1 = γTκ and c† = c−1 = −cT in five dimensions and −γ¯6 = γ6 = i14. The spin generators (B.7)
are expressed in terms of (two sets of 15) anti-Hermitean su(4) generators,
σij =
1
4 (γ¯iγj − γ¯jγi) and σ¯ij = 14(γiγ¯j − γj γ¯i) , (B.12)
that are all traceless and related to each other via σ¯ij = −c−1 σTij c.
The spin representation (B.6) is a reducible representation. Using the projectors (B.4) we can
define the two irreducible chiral representations D
(±)
s (θ) = P (±)Ds(θ), which can be identified with
the SU(4)-matrices
D4(θ) = exp
(
1
2 ωij σij
)
D
4
(θ) = exp
(
1
2 ωij σ¯ij
)
, (B.13)
generated by the matrices σij and σ¯ij , as
D
(+)
s (θ) =
(
D4(θ) 0
0 0
)
, D
(−)
s (θ) =
(
0 0
0 D
4¯
(θ)
)
, (B.14)
respectively. Using the anti-Hermiticity and tracelessness of σij, it is not difficult to confirm, that
D4(θ)
† = D4(θ−1) = D4(θ)−1 is an SU(4) element. Moreover, the representations, 4 and 4, are
related via charge conjugation (B.6) as D
4
(θ) = c−1 D4(θ−1)T c.
An explicit realization of the representation 6 = [4]2 of SU(4) is given by anti-symmetric 4 × 4-
matrices , AT = −A, transforming as
A 7→ D4(θ)TAD4(θ) (B.15)
under the action of D4(θ) ∈ SU(4). Any set of six linear independent anti-symmetric 4 × 4-matrices,
forms a basis for 6. Since the anti-symmetric matrices CΓi are given by
CΓi =
(
cγi 0
0 cγ¯i
)
(B.16)
5This conclusion can also be reached by realizing that Γi generate an irreducible representation of a finite group of
order 128 (GAP ID [128, 2327]) and applying Schur’s lemma for finite groups.
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in the basis (B.11), we infer that cγi define six different anti-symmetric 4× 4-matrices. Hence, we can
expand A = Ai cγi. The Ai transform as the six components of the SO(6)-vector: Ai 7→ [Dv(θ)]ij Aj,
since eq. (B.8) implies that D4(θ)
T cγiD4(θ) = [Dv(θ)]ij cγj .
B.4 An Explicit Spin(6) Basis
A convenient choice for the Γ-matrices in six dimensions is given by
Γ1 = σ1 ⊗ 12 ⊗ 12 ,
Γ2 = σ2 ⊗ 12 ⊗ 12 ,
Γ3 = σ3 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ 12 ,
Γ4 = σ3 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ 12 ,
Γ5 = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ1 ,
Γ6 = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ2 . (B.17)
One can check that with this definition the Clifford algebra (B.3) is fulfilled. In this basis, the chirality
operator reads
Γ˜ = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ3 . (B.18)
Moreover, using this basis the corresponding Cartan algebra of Spin(6) can be represented by com-
muting spin generators Σ1 = Σ12, Σ2 = Σ34 and Σ3 = Σ56 given by
Σ1 =
i
2 σ3 ⊗ 12 ⊗ 12 , Σ2 = i2 12 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ 12 , Σ3 = i2 12 ⊗ 12 ⊗ σ3 . (B.19)
C Elements of Finite Group Theory
In this appendix we collect a number of facts about finite groups and their representations. Details
can be found for example in [63].
Let G denote a finite group of order |G|, where |G| is the number of elements in G. The elements
of G can be divided into disjoint conjugacy classes [θx] =
{
ρ θxρ
−1∣∣∀ρ ∈ G}, where x = 1, . . . , c. Here,
c denotes the number of conjugacy classes and θx ∈ G is a representative of the set [θx]. The unit
element 1 always forms its own conjugacy class [1] =
{
1
}
. We define an ordered tuple of all conjugacy
classes ([θ1], . . . , [θc]) in which [θ1] = [1] appears in the first place.
A representation R defines a group homomorphism DR : G → GL(|R|;C), where |R| is the
dimension (also called degree) of the representation, i.e. |R| is the dimension of the vector space the
representation R acts on. In fact, all representations of any finite group can be chosen to be unitary,
i.e. DR(θ) ∈ U(|R|) for all θ ∈ G. New representations can be built from some given representations
by taking direct sums ⊕ and tensor products ⊗. In particular, the k times anti-symmetrized tensor
product of the representation R is denoted by [R]k.
To each representation R one can associate a character χR : G→ C
χR(θ) = Tr(DR(θ)) . (C.1)
In particular, the dimension of R can be determined by |R| = χR(1). Characters are class functions in
the sense that χR(θ) = χR
(
ρ θxρ
−1) for all ρ ∈ G, which we thus denote by χR([θ]). A representation
R is uniquely identified by the c-component vector
χR =
(
χR([θ1]), . . . , χR([θc])
)
(C.2)
of its characters evaluated for all the conjugacy classes.
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Characters of direct sums and tensor products equal sums and products of the corresponding
characters
χR⊕R′(θ) = χR(θ) + χR′(θ) , χR⊗R′(θ) = χR(θ)χR′(θ) . (C.3)
This can be used to relate the characters of k times anti-symmetrized representations [R]k to the
characters of the original representation R. In particular, we have that [64,65]
χ[R]2(θ) =
1
2
(
(χR(θ))
2 − χR
(
θ2
))
, (C.4)
χ[R]4(θ) =
1
4!
(
(χR(θ))
4 − 6χR
(
θ2
)
(χR(θ))
2 + 8χR
(
θ3
)
χR(θ) + 3
(
χR
(
θ2
))2 − 6χR(θ4)) .
On the space of characters one can define the following inner product
〈χR, χR′〉G = 1|G|
∑
θ′ ∈G
χR(θ′)χR′
(
θ′
)
, (C.5)
for any two characters associated to representations R and R′ of G.
We denote the irreducible representations of G with lower case letters as rx. In particular, 1 refers
to the trivial one-dimensional representation ofG (also called singlet representation), whereD1(θ) = 1
for all θ ∈ G and, hence, χ1 = (1, . . . , 1). The number of irreducible representations rx of a finite group
G is finite and equal to the number c of conjugacy classes. We assume that the tuple of irreducible
representations (r1, . . . , rc) is partially ordered by increasing dimension of the representations and the
trivial singlet representation r1 = 1 appears first.
The characters of irreducible representations are orthonormal,
〈χrx , χry〉G = δxy , (C.6)
w.r.t. the inner product (C.5). The c × c -matrix T ∈ GL(c ;C) of the so-called character table T is
defined by
Txy = χrx([θy]) . (C.7)
Any representation R can be decomposed into irreducible representations
R =
c⊕
x=1
(rx⊕)nx , (C.8)
where (rx⊕)nx = rx⊕· · ·⊕rx (nx times) and the non-negative coefficient nx ∈ N0 counts how often the
irreducible representation rx lies inside R. Using eqns. (C.3) and the orthogonality of the irreducible
characters (C.6) we find that
χR(θ) =
c∑
x=1
nx χrx(θ) , with nx = 〈χrx , χR〉G . (C.9)
The coefficients nx can also be computed directly using the matrix of the character table (C.7), i.e.
nR = χR T
−1 , (C.10)
where nR = (n1, . . . , nc).
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Branching to ZN representations
Since all elements of the cyclic group ZN commute, all N group elements define their own conjugacy
classes. Hence, there are are also N irreducible representations of ZN ; all being one-dimensional. They
are denoted by 1q for q = 0, . . . , N − 1 and 10 labels the trivial representation. Their characters are
equal to the representation itself, i.e.
χ1q(θ) = D1q(θ) = exp (2piiq/N) , (C.11)
for the ZN generator θ (with θ
N = 1).
Now, let ZN be a subgroup of G generated by an order N element θ ∈ G. To find the branching
of the representation R of the full group G into the irreducible representations of a ZN -subgroup, we
use the character inner product (C.5) for the subgroup ZN :
nR;q = 〈χR, χ1q〉ZN =
1
N
∑
θ′ ∈ZN
χR(θ′)χ1q
(
θ′
)
, (C.12)
gives the number of times the irreducible representation 1q appears in the branching. Note that in
this inner product we used characters defined w.r.t. two different groups, i.e. χR and χ1q for G and
its ZN -subgroup, respectively.
D Four-Dimensional Representation D4 with det(D4) 6= 1
In order to highlight the assumptions behind our conjecture 1 we give here a second extension (see
section 5.5 for the first extension): we loosen the assumption det(D4) = 1 and easily find counter
examples to this extended conjecture.
Consider the finite group T7 of order 21, see e.g. [66]. T7 has five irreducible representations: a
three-dimensional representation 3 and its complex conjugate 3, as well as the trivial singlet 10 plus
two non-trivial singlets 11,12. Furthermore, T7 has two different ZN subgroups: Z3 and Z7. The
one-dimensional representation 1q (q = 0, 1, 2) of T7 branches to 1q of Z3 and to 10 of Z7, respectively.
Let us choose the four-dimensional representation 4 of T7 to be
4 = 3⊕ 11 . (D.13)
This representation clearly does not contain a trivial singlet. Hence, condition ii. of the extended
conjecture 1 is fulfilled. Using the branching of the various representations into representations of the
subgroups we see that for the Z3 subgroup
4 = 3 ⊕ 11 of T7
↓ ↓
10 ⊕ 11 ⊕ 12 ⊕ 11 of Z3
11 ⊕ 12 ⊕ 14 ⊕ 10 of Z7
(D.14)
Therefore, this representation also fulfills condition iii. of the extended conjecture 1. It has exactly
the branching behaviour we were looking for: for each ZN subgroup of T7 there exists a trivial singlet
of ZN .
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